
Since 1999 this innovative Hampshire based 
Production Company have been helping brands 
come to life, igniting sparks of inspiration and 
turning heads.  
While they never take their eyes off the bigger picture, they know that 
beauty is in the detail.

They have built a solid reputation for delivering world-class live events, 
fashion shows, retail installations and film production services. 

Client 

Production Company

Project in Brief

Temporary power for 
the production of a live 
documentary & discussion 
programme.
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case studyWhich is why, when they contacted Powerhire to provide a complete power solution 
for their latest  production in the tourist mecca of London, we knew we would ideally 
suited in providing the most effective temporary power package for their needs. 
The Production Director contacted our Rental Sales Manager with the specific 
details of the planned layout of the technical equipment being used for the live 
production and agreed a suitable date to meet him on site, 

at the Stunning Royal Academy of Engineering, to assess the exact location 
of the rental equipment as well as the production kit, and to advice on the 
specific power distribution required.

As minimum noise levels was of critical importance one of  Powerhire’s 
300kVA super silent generators together with the necessary cabling and fuel 
tank was specified as the most suitable for the weeks hire.  

Powerhire’s Installation Team of Engineers delivered and installed the rental 
plant to power the high technology led production solution which included 
a massive 9m x 2.8m LED screen, ceiling projection and a custom designed 
stage block with integral CYC and LED lighting.  Prior to leaving site the power 
package was tested and commissioned to ensure the set up adhered to the 
relevant electrical standards, running at optimum load.

On completion of the weeks successful hire period with the smooth, 
uninterrupted  running of both production equipment and rental power 
distribution Powerhire’s Engineers arrived on site to collect our kit with the 
Production Director commenting  “Powerhire provided us with a 300kVA 
set, I was super happy with the kit, nice and new and didn’t miss a beat. Plus 
delivered and collected on time out of hours which is awesome”.
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Cable Hire  

 

Generator Hire
 
Fuel Tank Hire
 
Load Bank Hire
 
Distribution Hire


